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Quantum dot (thermoelectric) engine

Hybrid quantum dot-microwave cavity system: Bergenfeldt et al. PRL 2014

heat converted into electric current



Cooper-pair (thermoelectric) engine

Josephson junction coupled to cavities: Hofer et al. arXiv 2015

heat converted into supercurrent



Cold-atom (heat) engine

Interacting bosons in a double well: Fialko and Hallwood PRL 2012

modulate well frequency and barrier position



Single-spin (heat) engine

NMR system: Serra 2015

modulate magnetic field and temperature
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Quantumness

Observation:

heat engines interact cyclically with reservoirs

reservoirs destroy phase coherence (decoherence)

Open question:

how to assess quantumness of heat engines?

theoretically and experimentally

(similar question in quantum computing and quantum biology)



Leggett-Garg inequality

Bell inequality in time: Leggett & Garg PRL 1985

correlation functions Cij of dichotomous observable Q = ±1 at
three different times ti

two classical assumptions: macroscopic realism and
noninvasive measurability

K3 = C21 + C32 � C31  1

Quantum mechanics violates LGI

signature of nonclasssicality (for one particle)



Two-level system weakly coupled to a reservoir

Hamiltonian:

hHi = !(t)h�zi/2 = !(t)P P = polarization

Markovian correlation function: � = damping coefficient
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Leggett-Garg function:



Two recent experiments

TLS in circuit QED set-up: Palacios-Laloy et al. Nature Phys. 2010

Quantum walk of single atom: Robens et al. PRX 2015



One more experiment

Single spin in diamond defect center: Waldherr et al. PRL 2011



Quantum Otto engine for a two-level system

Finite-time dynamics (frequency driving and thermalization)

Nonadiabatic effects characterized by P(t) = P(0) + (�/⌧i)
2t

increase of polarization (extra heat during thermalization)



Assessing quantumness

Strategy:

Look for violation of LGI during heating phase (can be extended
to cooling as well) – expansion/compression unitary

determine thermalization time ⌧h

optimization of maximal work W = 0+

(can be done analytically for linear driving)

determine quantum time ⌧q

smallest time for LGI violation

Dynamics is quantum if ⌧q > ⌧h



Quantumness phase diagram (fixed Tc)

Three different phases:

single transition for Th < Tq = !2/(2 coth�1(2!2/�0))

intermediate regime
classical domain (no transition)



Interesting consequence

fast driving leads to high nonadiabatic effects (large �)

leads to longer thermalization time and classical behavior

driving fast to beat decoherence is bad strategy

interplay of quantum physics and thermodynamics

• When is a quantum heat engine quantum?
A. Friedenberger and E. Lutz, arXiv:1508.04128



Quantumness phase diagram (fixed �)

similar results (� and Tc play same role)



Summary

quantum effects may increase performance of machines

quantum coherence/correlation are a resource

explosion of theoretical proposals

ion, spin, atom, electron, nanomechanical systems

first classical nanoengines

but no truly quantum yet
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